Why Finzer Roller

Finzer Roller is recognized as one of the most respected names in the roller industry.

We understand the need to achieve the greatest amount of precision spreading and wrinkle removal to produce maximum output.

We ask the questions to know how to provide solutions to our customers and their manufacturing processes.

Flexible Packaging

Manufacturing Facilities Providing Coast to Coast Service

Arkansas* 866-289-8950
Florida 800-330-1445
Illinois 888-486-1900

Indiana* 800-348-3239
Minnesota 800-235-8996

New York 800-926-7655
North Carolina* 800-533-1884
Pennsylvania* 800-536-7655

Imperial Rubber Products
California 909-393-0528

*ISO9001:2008

For more information
129 Rawls Road
Des Plaines, IL 60018
888-486-1900
sales@finzerroller.com
www.finzerroller.com
## Capabilities & Services

- Roller Sizes – up to 300” Length & 60” Diameter
- Precision Roll Grinding
  Dimensional Tolerances to within .001”
- In-House Laser Inspection Equipment
- Computerized Grooving
  Spiral - Chevron - Ruling - Spreader
  Diamond - Threading
- Crowning
  Parabolic - Taper
- Computerized Dynamic Balancing
- CNC Equipped In-House Machine Shops
  Journal Repairs - New Core Fabrication
- Experienced outside technical sales team
- Regional pickup & delivery service

## Rollers

- Anilox
- Coating
- Flex Spreader™
- Laminating
- Bowed
- Draw
- Fountain
- Lay-on
- ESA
- Heated
- Nip
- Splice
- Nylon
- Pelletizer

## Applications

Our rollers are an integral component to the following applications for the Film and Foil industries:

- Blown Film Lines
- Coated and Non-Woven Fabrics
- Converting Machinery
- Embossing
- Felt Rollers
- Idlers
  Aluminum - Coated - Composite
- Laminators
  Adhesive - Extrusion - Foil
- Packaging Machines
- Slitting
- Web Coaters
- Web Guiding

## Specialty Products

- Back-Up Brushes
- Composite Sleeves
- Teflon® Sleeves
- Non-Stick High Release Coatings
- Ceramic, Chrome & Tungsten Coatings
- Pin Perforating Rollers